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It’s our goal to help professional painters boost  
efficiency and productivity, while increasing profits  
and achieving higher quality results each and every day.
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Customer Service 
888-337-8600 
Speak to a tool application specialist 
(Asistencia y asesoría técnica en Español) 
 
Festool USA 
400 N. Enterprise Blvd. 
Lebanon, IN, 46052   
Find A Dealer 
festoolpaint.com/where-to-buy  
Online Tool Registration 
festoolpaint.com/register  
Service All-Inclusive 
festoolpaint.com/sai  
Website 
festoolpaint.com

twitter.com/festoolusa

facebook.com/festoolpaint

festoolpaint.tv

Pursuing  
Perfection

Performing flawlessly under the 
pressures of lights, camera, action.

02
Living up to the highest customer 
expectations with every job. 

48
You’re invited to Festool Connect at our 
USA headquarters.

49 Festool Hits  
the Road

Sign up for a local event as our  
tool-packed trailer comes your way.

54 A New Way  
to Learn

The Prep to Finish program emphasizes 
hands-on training.
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With Festool's service hotline, factory-
trained team members  are here to help.
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1

CANVAS
CREATING A BEAUTIFUL

How a computer programmer became his area’s highest-
rated painting contractor.

AN UNEXPECTED CAREER

Living up to the highest customer expectations with 
every job.

Crews spend a majority of their time executing meticulous 
prep using Festool sanders, hand sanding abrasives and 
dust extractors.

From the strong relationships it builds to the Festool 
equipment it uses, Paint Track ensures a superior experience 
for its customers.

2
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ACHIEVING PERFECT EXECUTION

SELLING AN EXPERIENCE

THE CHALLENGE 

CREATING A BEAUTIFUL CANVAS
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CREATING A BEAUTIFUL CANVAS

“Most painters look at your space, ask you what 
you’d like to have done, and give you a price. 
But Ray started by sharing how his approach 
to painting and the Festool equipment he 
uses would make a difference.”  

Every good painter understands that surface prep is 
crucial, and Rahni and his team devote extensive energy 
and resources to prep work. His crews use Festool 
sanders, hand sanding abrasives and dust extractors 
on every job. The tools help them ensure surfaces are 
completely smooth, with no visible seams or nail holes. 

“It’s impossible to apply a quality finish without a quality 
surface,” he said. “Festool products allow us to make our 
customers’ homes look beautiful.

“If you want to make a beautiful painting, you need to 
start with a beautiful canvas,” he said. “We spend up to  
70 percent of our time on prep work, and Festool products 
give us the quality surface required to deliver a quality 
finish.” Since Festool also reduces prep time considerably,  
that 70 percent would arguably be much higher with any 
other tools.

Anyone who has ever walked through a home under 
construction understands sanding can be one of the 
messiest parts of the job, but Rahni loves giving his 
customers a dust-free, clean environment.

“Dust is typically the biggest complaint from homeowners 
who hire painting contractors,” Rahni said. “But Festool’s 
dust extractors are so effective that my customers actually 
go out of their way to mention the cleanliness of my 
crew’s jobsites. 

“We spend a lot of time sanding everything from large walls 
to tight corners, yet we’ve perfected the art of maintaining 
jobsites that are virtually dust-free.”

Ray Rahni is one of those people who believes everything 
happens for a reason. 

The former computer programmer put himself through 
college, painting houses on the weekends and every 
summer to earn money for his tuition, books, and room and 
board. The Westchester County native quickly endeared 
himself to suburban New York-area homeowners with his 
professional demeanor, sharp attention to detail and love for 
the craft. Rahni was so committed to his part-time job that he 
earned enough money to finish college with zero debt. 

 AN UNEXPECTED CAREER 

After graduation, Rahni went to work in an office, writing 
software programs and becoming fluent in the language of 
code. Then, the events of September 11, 2001, struck the 
nation. And like many other workers, Rahni lost his job. 

Devastated by the attacks on the United States and the city 
he loved, Rahni reached out to some former customers from 
his college days, hoping his skill as a painter would help 
him put food on the table for his family until the economy 
recovered. He never envisioned what happened next. 

“Within two years, I had so many painting customers that I 
decided to leave the computer world for good,” Rahni said. 

“I’ve never looked back.”

 ACHIEVING PERFECT EXECUTION

Today Paint Track, Rahni’s fully licensed, fully insured 
residential and commercial painting company, is the 
area’s highest-rated painting contractor. And two decades 
after he first picked up a brush, Rahni still subscribes to 
the same principles that helped him earn enough business 
to fund his college education.

It’s easy to assume that all painters are cut from the same 
cloth, but Rahni credits his team’s meticulous preparation, 
creativity and problem-solving ability as the difference-
makers that inspire repeat business and referrals.  

“We aren’t just applying paint to a surface,” Rahni said. “From 
color and product selection to project management and 
cleanup, we’re committed to perfect execution on every job.

“It’s all in the details.” 

1

2

Lynn Centofanti, homeowner
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SELLING AN EXPERIENCE

These days the Paint Track founder spends most of his time managing the 
business, but he still loves to put on his painting suit and work with his crew 
whenever possible. 

“I never thought I’d turn painting into a career,” Rahni said. “But I love my job so 
much that I can’t imagine doing anything else.

“More than anything, I value my relationships with my crew and my customers. 
People understand that when they hire Paint Track, they’re buying an experience. 
Festool helps me deliver on that promise, and I’ll never use anything else.”

3

F

Visit our website to watch Paint Track owner, 
Ray Rahni, and his team achieve the quality 
surface needed to deliver an exceptional finish 
using Festool sanders and dust extractors. 

festoolpaint.com/painttrack

CREATING A 
BEAUTIFUL CANVAS

FESTOOL IN ACTION

RO 90 DX FEQ   
Compact, four-machines-in-one unit excels as 
a rotary sander, a random orbit finish sander,  
a delta-shaped detail sander, and even as a 
rotary polisher.
See page 16 for details. 

GRANAT SANDING SPONGE  
Extremely flexible foam backing distributes 
pressure evenly while letting the abrasive 
sponge adapt to different shapes.
See page 7 for details.

GRANAT COMBI SPONGE  
With its round side and 60-degree edge, allows 
you to get into hard-to-reach places.
See page 7 for details. 

SOME OF PAINT 
TRACK’S TOP PICKS

TOOLS OF THE TRADE



HAND SANDING ABRASIVES
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HAND IT 
TO YOU
WE HAVE TO 

Hand Sanding 
Abrasives 
For achieving perfect results, you know 
when hand sanding is needed for hard-to-
reach places, unusual profiles or any spot 
difficult to access with a sander. That’s why 
our Granat and Vlies abrasives are available 
in a variety of different designs and grits, 
including sandpaper, sanding blocks, sanding 
sponges, sanding pads and sanding cloths.

Granat can be used on any kind of paint, filler or clear-coat 
varnish (VOC lacquer and hard materials) and is particularly 
suited to the tough undercoats used in advanced painting 
and coating systems. Its synthetic resin bond and premium-
quality fused aluminum oxide grit prevent grit breakage, so 
there is no need to worry about leaving scratches or score 
marks. Vlies flexible sanding fabrics are perfect for use on 
special shapes, rounded edges and beading. 
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HAND SANDING ABRASIVES

Flexible 
Extremely flexible sanding sponge easily adapts 
to different shapes. 

Longevity 
Durable high quality abrasive components with 
bonded and fused grits provide long service life.

Versatile
Versatile combi sponge features one round side 
and a 60-degree edge.

BENEFITS

GRANAT Sanding Sponges            
                
Specially formed sponges feature different profiles and 
formats to adapt to different tasks, get into hard-to-
reach places, reduce sanding time and protect surfaces. 
Synthetic resin bonding provides a tenacious grip for 
excellent cutting power without grooves or scratches. 
Long-lasting, high-performance abrasives are durable, 
washable and resistant to tearing.



HAND SANDING ABRASIVES
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GRANAT  
Sanding Sponge Pads       
 
One-sided, flexible abrasive sponge is ideal for 
working profiled or moulded surfaces. It is perfect 
for paint, putty, filler and lacquer (VOC lacquer and 
hard materials); suitable for wet and dry sanding; and 
excellent for fine sanding and matting of clear coats. 
Comes in a pack of 20 sheets.

GRANAT  
Abrasive Sheets     
 
Flexible and universal hand sanding abrasive 
with paper backing is perfect for paint, putty, filler 
and lacquer (VOC lacquer and hard materials). 
Unmatched grit bonding means less grid brack 
out when folding or adapting to your surface.

VLIES  
Sanding Pads  |  $36
Made from a flexible fabric, these pads adapt to 
contours extremely well and are ideal for use 
on special shapes, rounded edges and beading 
when touching up surfaces.

VLIES  
Sanding Rolls  | $46  
GRANAT Rolls  | $46  
 

Whether you need a flexible sanding fabric 
or a universal abrasive on paper backing, 
both come in rolls. 
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GRANAT SPONGES AND VLIES ABRASIVES

Sponge 2-23/32” x 3-27/32” x 1” 36 6x 201080 $22
Sponge 2-23/32” x 3-27/32” x 1” 60 6x 201081 $22
Sponge 2-23/32” x 3-27/32” x 1” 120 6x 201082 $22
Sponge 2-23/32” x 3-27/32” x 1” 220 6x 201083 $22

Sponge 2-23/32” x 3-27/32” x 1” 120 CO 6x 201084 $22

Sponge 3-13/16” x 4-23/32” x 1/2” 60 6x 201112 $10
Sponge 3-13/16” x 4-23/32” x 1/2” 120 6x 201113 $10
Sponge 3-13/16” x 4-23/32” x 1/2” 220 6x 201114 $10
Sponge 3-13/16” x 4-23/32” x 1/2” 800 6x 201507 $10
Sponge 4-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 3/16” MD 280 20x 201769 $36
Sponge 4-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 3/16” EF 500 20x 201099 $36
Sponge 4-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 3/16” SF 800 20x 201100 $36
Sponge 4-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 3/16” UF 1000 20x 201101 $36
Sponge 4-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 3/16” MF 1500 20x 201102 $36
Vlies 115x152 MD 100 VL/25 201115 $36

Vlies 115x152 FN 320 VL/30 497088 $36

Vlies 115x152 SF 800 VL/30 497089 $36

Vlies 115x152 UF 1000 VL/30 497090 $36

Vlies 115x10m MD 100 VL 201116 $46

Vlies 115x10m FN 320 VL 201117 $46

Vlies 115x10m SF 800 VL 201118 $46

Vlies 115x10m UF 1000 VL 201119 $46

GRANAT SHEET ABRASIVES

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P40 GR/25 201085 $22

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P60 GR/50 201087 $22

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P80 GR/50 201088 $22

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P100 GR/50 201089 $22

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P120 GR/50 201090 $22

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P150 GR/50 201091 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P180 GR/50 201093 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P220 GR/50 201094 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P240 GR/50 201095 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P320 GR/50 201096 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P400 GR/50 201097 $36

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P40 GR/10 201256 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P60 GR/10 201257 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P80 GR/10 201258 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P100 GR/10 201259 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P120 GR/10 201260 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P150 GR/10 201261 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P180 GR/10 201262 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P220 GR/10 201263 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P240 GR/10 201264 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P320 GR/10 201265 $9

Sheet Paper 9" x 11" P400 GR/10 201266 $9

Reduced effort   
The sanding sponges that are coated on 
four sides lets you sand multiple surfaces 
simultaneously.

Multi-shape design  
The combi sanding sponge is perfect for 
concave profiles and v-grooves thanks to 
having one side at a 60-degree angle and the 
opposite side rounded off.

Larger area coverage  
The double sided sanding sponges are 
extremely flexible and can easily adapt to 
different shapes thanks to its flexible foam 
backing that is extra soft and distributes 
pressure evenly. The material is wrinkle- and 
crease-resistant, protecting the surface of 
the workpiece. 

Consistent results  
The one-sided sanding pad is a new development 
and boasts an impressive ability to produce 
consistently uniform sanding results on larger 
concave and convex surfaces..

Flexible uses  
The Vlies is made from a flexible fabric that 
adapts to contours extremely well, making 
it ideal for sanding special shapes, rounded 
edges and beading.

BENEFITS

VIEW ALL OF THE ABRASIVES: 
festoolpaint.com/power-tools/hand-sanding

GRANAT ROLL ABRASIVES

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P40 GR 201103 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P60 GR 201104 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P80 GR 201105 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P100 GR 201106 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P120 GR 201107 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P150 GR 201108 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P180 GR 201109 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P220 GR 201110 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P240 GR 201111 $46

Abrasive Roll 4-1/2" x 82' P320 GR 201768 $46
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RANDOM ORBITAL SANDERS

ETS Brushless Sanders 
The ETS EC family of sanders offers a traditional round pad design 
available in 5" (125 mm) and 6" (150 mm) sizes with strokes ranging 
between 1/8" (3 mm) and 3/16” (5 mm). You’ll achieve exceptional 
results in no time. These sanders run smoother than any sander 
you’ve ever owned, with custom-ground counterbalances. Packed 
with features and weighing only 2.6 lbs., the ETS EC is perfect for 
almost any job — even those tricky vertical sanding and overhead jobs. 

TAKE 
EFFICIENCY 
TO NEW LEVELS

  ETS EC 125/3 EQ  |  $385 
                        571 897

Equipped with the EC-TEC® Brushless Motor, these 
low-profile, long-life and low-vibration sanders 
can run all day with multiple shifts. Offering air 
sander performance without the expense and 
bulk of an air system, these sanders are equipped 
with innovative features, which include Jetstream® 
dust extraction, extraction connection signal, 
electronic active vibration stop, carbide-tipped 
sanding brakes  and much more — making them 
the ultimate high-demand sanding tools. 
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ETS EC 125/3 EQ, ETS EC 150/3 EQ, ETS EC 150/5 EQ

ABRASIVE GRITS

Granat 40 1500

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 400 watts 
3.3 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 6" (150 mm) dia.

Speed 6,000–10,000 rpm

Sanding Stroke 1/8" (3.0 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ETS EC 150/3 EO

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 400 watts 
3.3 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 6" (150 mm) dia.

Speed 6,000–10,000 rpm

Sanding Stroke 3/16" (5.0 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ETS EC 150/5 EQ

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 400 watts 
3.3 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 5" (125 mm) dia.

Speed 6,000–10,000 rpm

Sanding Stroke 1/8" (3.0 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ETS EC 125/3 EQ

Less fatigue 
Active electronic vibration control constantly monitors 
sanding activity to ensure easy operation and a 
smooth surface, while minimizing arm strain for 
less fatigue.

Better dust control  
Electronic hose-detection sensor alerts the user 
if the dust extraction hose becomes disconnected, 
which helps to ensure a better finish result and 
cleaner work environment.

Lower replacement costs
The EC-TEC® Brushless Motor delivers more 
power to the pad, with a higher degree of efficiency 
and lower replacement costs, so there's no downtime 
for brush replacement.

BENEFITS

 ETS EC 150/3 EO  |  $485 
                          571 880

 ETS EC 150/5 EQ  |  $485 
                          571 892

Equipped with the EC-TEC® Brushless Motor, these low-profile, long-life, low-
vibration sanders can run all day with multiple shifts. Available in a fine 1/8” (3 mm) 
stroke or a broader 3/16” (5 mm) stroke, these sanders offer the performance of an 
air sander without the expense and bulk of an air system. These sanders are equipped 
with innovative features, including multi-jetstream dust extraction, extraction 
connection signal, electronic active vibration stop, carbide-tipped sanding brakes, 
and much more—making them the ultimate high-demand sanding tools.



RANDOM ORBITAL SANDERS
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1 All ETS 125 accessories can be used on the ES 125.
2 All ETS 150 accessories can be used on the RO 150 E (not the RO 150 FEQ).

ETS 1251 
ETS EC 1251 

ETS 125 REQ1

5" dia.

ETS 150/32 
ETS 150/52

ETS EC 150/32 
ETS EC 150/52

6" dia.

1

Fusion-Tec StickFix® Sanding Pad – Long-Life  
(replacement ETS 125, ETS 150/5)
High-temp resistant for heavy-duty applications. White 
ring feature on pad face for easy abrasive change. (1 piece)

$40
492 280

$47
498 987

2

Fusion-Tec StickFix Sanding Pad – Super-Soft 
(replacement ETS 125, ETS 150/3)
For medium/fine sanding and finishing. The extra softness 
is more forgiving and allows the abrasive to float more 
easily on the surface for smoother results. (1 piece)

$38
492 282

$44
498 986

4

Interface Pad for Superfine Abrasive – Soft
For profiles and contours. The extreme softness and give 
allow the abrasive to float more easily on the surface for 
smoother results. (1 piece)

$24
492 271

$27
496 647

6
Abrasive Systainer with Insert
Systainer for storing, organizing and transporting  
ETS abrasives and pads.

$88
497 685

$98
497 690

ETS Accessories



RANDOM ORBITAL SANDERS
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Jetstream® dust extraction 
Virtually eliminate dust at the source, resulting 
in cleaner air and better finishes while extending 
abrasive life up to 30%. 

StickFix® hook & loop design  
Fast and easy abrasive removal with resilient pad 
hooks and hard-wearing fabric backing, leading 
to longer abrasive and pad life.

ETS 125 REQ  |  $195 
                              574 993

Compact and weighing only 2.6 lbs (1.2 kg), the ETS 125 REQ has the finest sanding 
stroke at 5/64" (2 mm). It’s the ideal one-handed machine for maximum surface 
quality when pre-sanding or sanding in between coats. The versatile ETS 125 REQ 
is also perfect for sanding vertical surfaces and for doing overhead work. Technical 
features such as the sanding pad brake and vibration-stop balancing put the  
ETS 125 REQ in a category of its own.

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 250 watts
2.08 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 5" (125 mm) dia.

Speed 6,000 - 12,000 rpm

Sanding Stroke 5/64" (2.0 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ETS 125 REQ

Dust connection port
Interlocking feature virtually eliminates becoming 
disconnected when coupled with Festool CT Dust 
Extractors featuring CLEANTEC connecting system.

BENEFITS

Plug-it power cord
Interchangeable cord design allows you to 
quickly switch between tools.

Vibration-stop
Balanced design delivers better finish results, 
smoother operation and greater comfort.

Ergonomic
Formed to fit comfortably in any size 
hand. Compact and lightweight enough 
for extended vertical and overhead use.

BENEFITS

ABRASIVE GRITS

Granat 40 1500



ORBITAL SANDERS
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EXCELLENCE
IS IN THE DETAILS

 DTS 400 REQ  |  $260 
                                   201 228

Compact and lightweight and a great all-
around sander, the DTS 400 REQ is designed 
for fine sanding small, hard-to-reach, angular 
surfaces. Its bumper guard makes it ideal for 
vertical applications and use against adjoining 
surfaces. With a short 5/64" (2 mm) stroke, this 
sander provides a superfine finished surface 
without swirl marks. 

 RTS 400 REQ  |  $260  
                               201 221

A sander well-suited for a wide range of  
one-handed applications, the RTS 400 REQ 
features a compact design and weighs in 
at only 2.4 lbs. (1.1 kg). Its bumper guard 
makes it ideal for vertical applications and 
use against adjoining surfaces. 
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DTS 4001

DTS 400 REQ1
RTS 4002

RTS 400 REQ2

ACCESSORIES

1 StickFix® Sanding Pad
(replacement)

$30
493 723

$30
489 252

2 Interface Pad
Foam pad for profiles and contours.

$24
490 160

3
Abrasive Systainer with Insert
Systainer for storing, organizing 
and transporting abrasives.

$88
497 686

$88
497 684

1 All DTS 400 accessories are correct for use on the DS 400.
2 All RTS 400 accessories are correct for use on the RS 400.

DTS / RTS Accessories
The DTS and RTS sanding pads are designed as carefully as the tools for optimum 
performance and long life. The orbital family of sanders features turbo dust extraction, 
allowing the use of filter bags for times when using CT dust extractor and hose 
arrangement may not be convenient.

Save time  
Easily and quickly remove abrasives thanks to 
resilient pad hooks and hard-wearing fabric 
backing, all of which lead to longer abrasive 
and pad life. 

Easy to use  
Bumper guard lets you sand vertical surfaces 
quickly without worry. 

Minimize swirl marks  
Produce smoother surfaces by combining full 
pad contact with the lowest CT suction position 
and one of the smallest stroke patterns combined 
with a fine orbital sanding motion. 

Reduce vibration  
The RTS 400 REQ is perfect for flat surfaces thanks 
to its balanced design and smooth operation. 

BENEFITS

DTS 400 REQ, 
RTS 400 REQ

ABRASIVE GRITS

Granat 40 1500

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 250 watts 
2.08 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 4" × 6"  
(100 × 150 mm)

Speed 6,000–12,000 opm

Sanding Stroke 5/64" (2 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DTS 400 REQ

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 250 watts 
2.08 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 3-5/32" × 5-1/4" 
(80 × 133 mm)

Speed 6,000–12,000 opm

Sanding Stroke 5/64" (2 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

RTS 400 REQ
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MULTI-MODE SANDERS

VERSATILITY
PERFORMANCE MEETS

 RO 90 DX FEQ  |  $440   
              571 823

Take versatility to new levels with a compact, four-machines-
in-one unit. The RO 90 excels as an aggressive rotary sander, 
a random orbit finish sander and even a rotary polisher. With a 
twist of the dial and tool-free pad changeover, the RO 90 is the 
only Rotex that also functions as a delta-shaped detail sander.

Time-saving pad change 
Minimize downtime as you change seamlessly 
between pads. With the Rotex’s tool-free pad 
change, you’ll spend less time looking for the 
right tool and save time on the job. 

Faster material removal 
Power through the toughest tasks quickly and 
easily with handheld sanders in Rotex Mode.

Versatile use
For heavy stock removal or polishing, use the 
Rotex gear-driven aggressive mode or switch 
easily to fine finishing in the random orbital mode. 

BENEFITS



MULTI-MODE SANDERS

Rotex Multipurpose 
Sanders 
Rotex multipurpose sanders are nothing short 
of an engineering marvel, allowing you to move 
seamlessly between rough sanding and finish 
sanding without switching sanders, making it 
one of the most versatile sanders available.

 RO 125 FEQ  |  $490  
      571 782

Compact yet lightweight and powerful, the RO 125 puts 500 watts 
of power, dual-mode sanding and triple-function performance 
into a comfortable 4.4 lbs. (2 kg). It’s a 5" (125 mm) sander that 
does it all — coarse and fine sanding, plus polishing.
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Less fatigue 
Achieve better-quality outcomes more 
comfortably with multiple grip positions 
and sanding pads that are balanced to 
the tool, so they vibrate less.

Reliability you can trust
Built tough to withstand your roughest working 
conditions, Rotex sanders are made with 
the highest quality parts and demanding 
tolerances.

BENEFITS
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MULTI-MODE SANDERS

RO 150 FEQ  |  $595 
      571 810

The powerful, multifunctional Rotex RO 150 changes effortlessly 
from coarse sanding to fine sanding to polishing. Changing pads 
is simple and requires no extra tools. With 720 watts of power, 
the RO 150 allows you to take on any job. 

VIEW ALL OF THE ABRASIVES: 
festoolpaint.com/abrasives

Metric dimensions binding. 

RO 90 FEQ RO 125 FEQ RO 150 FEQ

$440
571 823

$490
571 782

$595
571 810

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Consumption 400 watts  
3.3 amps, 120 V AC

500 watts 
4.2 amps, 120 V AC

720 watts 
6 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 3-1/2" (90 mm) dia. 5" (125 mm) dia. 6" (150 mm) dia.

Speed (Eccentric) 3,500–7,000 opm 3,000–6,000 opm 3,300–6,800 opm

Speed (Rotary) 260–520 rpm 300–600 rpm 320–660 rpm

Sanding Stroke 1/8" (3 mm) 9/64" (3.6 mm) 3/16" (5 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm 27 mm 27 mm

Weight 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kg) 4.4 lbs. (2 kg) 5 lbs. (2.3 kg)

ABRASIVE GRITS

Granat 40 1500
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MULTI-MODE SANDERS

RO 90 FEQ
3.5" (90 mm)

RO 125 FEQ
5" (125 mm)

RO 150 FEQ
6" (150 mm)

ACCESSORIES

1 StickFix® Sanding Pad – Soft (replacement)
High-temp resistant for heavy-duty applications. (1 piece)

$34
496 804

$38
492 125

$47
496 147

2
StickFix Sanding Pad – Super-Soft
For medium/fine sanding and finishing sanding. The extra softness 
allows the abrasive to float for smoother results. (1 piece)

$38
492 126

$47
496 144

3 StickFix Sanding Pad – Hard
Maintain a crisp and flat surface, especially on edges. (1 piece)

$34
495 623

$38
492 127

$47
496 149

4
Interface Pad for Super-Soft Abrasive
For profiles and contours. The extreme softness  
provides smoother surfaces. (1 piece)

$22
497 481

$24
492 271

$27
496 647

5 Delta Sanding Pad (replacement)
Triangular pad for detail sanding. (1 piece)

$34
496 802

6
Extended Delta Sanding Pad
For sanding in narrow places such as shutters  
and louvers. (1 piece)

$34
496 803

7 StickFix Sanding Pad – Hard
Snap stud. (2 pieces)

$24
488 716

8

Protector Set
Composed of small, medium and large protectors  
for the RO 90, which offset the sander from an abutting  
surface such as sanding window frames. (3 pieces)

$36
497 936

9 
Abrasives Systainer with Insert
Systainer for storing, organizing and transporting  
abrasives for the Rotex sanders.

$88
497 687

$88
497 685

$98
497 690

Rotex sanders are the most versatile sanders you will find. With a tool-free pad change, switch quickly and easily between soft, 
supersoft and hard pads to match your application. Each Rotex is also an efficient polishing machine and is supported with a 
full complement of accessories, all of which can be found online at festoolpaint.com.

Rotex Accessories
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PLANEX LHS 225 EQ          |  $1,150
Drywall Sander 
CT 36 AC Dust Extractor  |     $875

A WHOLE NEW

WALL GAME

With the PLANEX LHS 225 Drywall Sander, you can sand walls 
and ceilings in a fraction of the time it takes with other tools or 
methods. In addition, you’ll save countless hours on prep work 
and cleanup, since the PLANEX sander and CT 36 AC Dust 
Extractor will capture and contain virtually all the dust and mess. 
It’s a revolutionary leap forward in fast, efficient and essentially 
dust-free drywall sanding.

SPECIALTY SANDERS

584 014

571 579

Control the speed 
For both rapid material removal and fine finishes, 
adjust removal rate to the needs of the surface 
using variable speed and suction controls at  
your fingertips.

Reach high and low 
Reach high or difficult spaces with ease and spend 
less time moving and setting up ladders while 
achieving a more balanced finished surface. Reach 
even further with up to two extensions.

Less mess and cleaner air 
Experience less cleanup time and a perfect finish 
when you pair a CT 36 AC Dust Extractor with 
the PLANEX. You’ll not only see greatly reduced 
airborne dust, but also more satisfied customers.

BENEFITS
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PLANEX LHS 225 EQ Shown with CT 36 AC Dust 
Extractor and optional accessory Blast Gate and 
PLANEX CT Mount.

Reduce fatigue
Easily access the power switch, variable speed 
control and variable suction control via the 
rubberized handles, which offer any user 
greater comfort, ideal handling and control, 
and less fatigue.

Save money and time
Realize a quick return on investment in 
time and materials savings. The PLANEX 
LHS 225 uses long-lasting, less expensive 
abrasives that reduce operating costs and 
total cost of ownership.

Protect from dust
Drywall dust is intrusive and abrasive Manage 
it with the robustly designed PLANEX LHS 225 
— built to withstand the toughest demands 
with its dust-sealed controls and sealed two-
speed gearbox.

Sand right to the edges 
Minimize hand sanding tasks and reduce surface 
prep time thanks to the quick-release dust shroud 
that allows for up-to-the-wall sanding.

Fine finish made easier
Achieve a fine finish while greatly reducing swirl 
marks using soft interface pads, variable speed, 
articulating head and adjustable suction (especially 
when paired with the CT 36 AC).

BENEFITS

ABRASIVE GRITS

24 36Saphir

Granat 40 1500

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 500 watts  
4.2 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 8–27/32" (225 mm)

Speed 310–920 rpm

Dust Port 36 mm (27 mm)

Length (No Extension) 3.6' (1.1 m)

Length (One Extension) 5.2' (1.6 m)

Weight (No Extension) 8.4 lbs. (3.8 kg)

Weight (One Extension) 10.1 lbs. (4.6 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PLANEX LHS 225 EQ
Drywall Sander



 DWC 18-4500 Plus                    |  $540 
Cordless Drywall Screw Gun 

The cordless specialist for fastening plasterboards to metal and 
wooden substructures, the DWC 18 offers high speeds for making 
screw connections in series or uninterrupted in several series with 
maximum efficiency. Its precision, wear-free electronic switch-off function 
provides accurate screwing depths and long service life, while the 
energy-saving function allows starting and stopping without actuating 
the main switch. You can rapidly add the magazine attachment without 
using tools. The unit also features a robust, brushless EC motor and a 
Lithium-Ion battery for greater fastening capacity per battery charge.

DRILLS / DRIVERS

Drywall 
Screw Gun 
As with all our tools, it’s about  having the 
perfect equipment for fast, safe work and 
excellent results. With no cords to get 
in the way, a high-capacity Lithium-Ion 
battery and multiple features designed 
especially for working with drywall, our 
screw guns become essential every day.

FASTEN
YOUR DRYWALL

The DWC 18-4500 Includes: Magazine Attachment, Depth Stop, 
2x, Belt Clip, Scaffolding Holder, Magnetic Bit Holder, PH 2 Bit, 
Without Battery Pack, Without Charger, 2x Rubberized Frame 
for Battery Packs, Systainer SYS 2 T-LOC

LEARN MORE ABOUT DRYWALL SCREWDRIVERS: 
festoolpaint.com/power-tools/cordless-drills

574 888
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The Leader in Fine 
Finish Spraying
2017 Product Breakthroughs

FinishPro HVLP
The preferred choice for small detailed 
jobs that require extreme control with 
automotive finish quality.

FinishPro GX Airless
The fast, portable and affordable 
solution for small finishing jobs that 
every finishing contractor encounters. 

Find your local  
distributor at graco.com

SEE IT IN ACTION!

NEW FOR 2017!

graco.com/FFLPfinish

Ultra Airless Handheld
The essential tool for turning small jobs 
around fast. RAC X™ FF LP delivers a perfect 
airless finish every time. Available in corded 
and cordless models.

NEW FOR 2017!

RAC X Fine Finish Low Pressure  
(FF LP) SwtichTips™

  SPRAYS AT UP TO  
50% LOWER PRESSURE

  EASIEST PATTERN  
OVERLAP

   UP TO 2X LIFE

NOW WITH RAC X FF LP TIPS

FinishPro II 
Air-Assisted Airless
Complete large finish jobs fast by applying a 
professional finish at the speed of an airless.

NOW WITH RAC X FF LP TIPS

ADP_Festool Ad_HVLP_Ultra_2017_5.indd   1 3/17/17   2:49 PM
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 CT MIDI  |  $560
          574 787

Compact and lightweight, the CT MIDI has 
ample capacity for common jobsite tasks 
while carrying Full Unit HEPA Certification. 
With 130 CFM and only 62 dB (on low 
setting), it quickly and quietly removes 
large amounts of debris. The integrated 
hose storage keeps hoses and cords well 
organized and makes Systainer transport 
simple and efficient. With large wheels 
and double casters, the CT MIDI easily 
navigates worksite obstacles. 

DUST EXTRACTION
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SIMPLE
CLEANUP MADE

DUST EXTRACTORS

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

Cleantec 
Dust Extractors 
Count on our dust extractors to be 
lightweight, nimble and organized. 
We offer a full line of dust extractors 
optimized for the way you work. 
Regardless of the size you choose, 
you'll get the performance you need.



Enhanced mobility
Compact and lightweight with a recessed handle, 
your extractor has never been this effortless  
to transport.

Keep dust away
Every CT dust extractor comes with a kink-
resistant and antistatic hose that prevents dust 
from collecting on its exterior while remaining 
flexible for easy storage and transport.

Take control
Reduce swirl marks by lowering the suction power 
to minimum.

BENEFITS
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DUST EXTRACTION



DUST EXTRACTION
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DUST EXTRACTORS

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

CT MINI  |  $510
           574 786

The CT MINI transports easily and is ideal for tight 
spaces. The perfect mix of mobility, capacity, weight 
and price, it carries Full Unit HEPA Certification. The 
integrated hose storage keeps hoses and cords well 
organized and makes Systainer transport simple and 
efficient. Sporting large wheels and double casters, 
the CT MINI easily navigates worksite obstacles.

 CT SYS  | $380
        584 174

Carrying Full Unit HEPA Certification, the 
CT SYS Mobile Dust Extractor in a Systainer 
format is compact and lightweight while 
still having enough capacity for common 
jobsite tasks. Whether you’re using the 
handle or shoulder strap, you’ll find this 
dust extractor transports easily and allows 
for an organized systems approach. In 
addition, the unit’s integrated hose and 
cable and nozzle storage makes everything 
readily accessible, allowing for increased 
efficiency and streamlined performance.

DUST EXTRACTORS

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

HEPA certified 
Full Unit HEPA Certification, full-sized performance, 
compact and lightweight size, and system integration, 
all backed by our exclusive Service All-Inclusive 
that includes a 3-year warranty.

Keeps its suction 
Maximize extraction efficiency and performance 
thanks to the collapsible design of the self-cleaning 
bag that minimizes dust caking and delivers total 
suction until the bag is full.

Mobility and portability
Integrated to stack and pack with Systainers, the CT 
SYS can be easily carried by the handle or configurable 
shoulder strap.

BENEFITS



Optimized for the way you work. Festool 
dust extractors are among the best in 
the industry, with features not found on 
other vacuum systems.



CT 26 E  |  $700  
         583 492

CT 36 E  |  $756 
         583 493

CT 48 E  |  $795 
         584 084

The CT 26, CT 36 and CT 48 are Festool’s most 
capable and versatile mobile dust extractors. 
These units can easily negotiate obstacles on 
the worksite and provide more economic dust 
bag consumption with each increase in volume. 
All three units carry Full Unit HEPA Certification.
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DUST EXTRACTION

DUST EXTRACTORS

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

 CT 36 AC  |  $875  
                584 014

Designed for the toughest high-volume dust environments, 
the CT 36 AC is built to capture the mess — especially 
drywall dust — before it becomes an issue. Built to 
accompany the PLANEX Drywall Sander, it features 
automatic filter cleaning, automatic start, variable 
suction, large casters and durable build quality.
Includes: Integrated Hose Garage, 1-7/16" × 11.5' (36 mm × 3.5 m) 
Antistatic Hose, Integrated Cord Wrap, Disposable Dust Collection Bag.

Specially built to accompany the PLANEX Drywall Sander 
featured on pg. 20.
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DUST EXTRACTION

CT SYS CT MINI CT MIDI CT 26 E CT 36 E CT 48 E CT 36 AC

$380
584 174

$510
574 786

$560
574 787

$700
583 492

$756
583 493

$795
584 084

$875
584 014

STANDARD PACK AGE INCLUDES

Antistatic  
Suction Hose

1-1/16” × 9.8’ 
(27 mm × 3.0 m)

1-1/16" × 11.5' 
(27 mm × 3.5 m)  

(1 piece)

1-1/16" × 11.5'  
(27 mm × 3.5 m)  

(1 piece)

1-1/16" × 11.5' 
(27 mm × 3.5 m)  

(1 piece)

1-1/16" × 11.5'  
(27 mm × 3.5 m)  

(1 piece)

1-1/16" × 11.5'
(27 mm × 3.5 m)

(1 piece)

1-7/16" × 11.5'
(36 mm × 3.5 m)

(1 piece)

Filters HEPA (1 piece) HEPA (1 piece) HEPA (1 piece) HEPA (1 piece) HEPA (1 piece) HEPA (1 piece) 1 Micron 
(1 piece) 

Disposable 
Filter Bag 1 piece 1 piece 1 piece 1 piece 1 piece 1 piece 1 piece

Container / 
Filter Bag 
Capacity

1.2 gal / 0.9 gal 
4.5 liters / 3.5 liters

2.6 gal / 2 gal
10 liters / 7.5 liters

3.96 gal / 
3.3 gal

15 liters / 
12.5 liters

6.9 gal / 6.3 gal
26 liters / 24 liters

9.5 gal / 8.9 gal
36 liters / 34 liters

12.7 gal / 
12.2 gal

48 liters / 46 liters

9.5 gal /  
36 liters

SPECIFICATIONS

Depth × Width  
x Height

15-9/16" × 11-5/8” 
× 10-5/8”
(396 × 296 
x 270 mm)

17.5" × 13.5" 
× 16.5"

(440 × 340  
x 420 mm)

17.5" × 13.5"  
x 18.5"  

(440 × 340  
x 470 mm)

24.8" × 14.4" 
× 21.25" 
(630 × 365  
x 540 mm)

24.8" × 14.4" 
× 23.4" 

(630 × 365  
x 596 mm)

28.1" × 15.4" 
× 26.75"
(715 × 392  
x 680 mm)

24.8" × 14.4" 
× 23.4"

(630 × 365  
x 596 mm)

Weight 15.2 lbs. (6.9 kg) 19.2 lbs. (8.7 kg) 19.8 lbs. (9 kg) 28.7 lbs. (13 kg) 31.8 lbs. (14.4 kg) 35.9 lbs. 
(16.3 kg)

33.5 lbs. 
(15.2 kg)

Noise  
(Sound Level) 67 dBA

62 dBA  
(low setting)

72 dBA  
(max. setting)

62 dBA  
(low setting)

72 dBA  
(max. setting)

62 dBA  
(low setting)

71 dBA  
(max. setting)

62 dBA  
(low setting)

71 dBA  
(max. setting)

62 dBA  
(low setting)

71 dBA  
(max. setting)

62 dBA  
(low setting)

71 dBA  
(max. setting)

Max. Suction 
Capacity

106 CFM 
(3,000 l/min)

130 CFM
(3,700 l/min)

130 CFM
(3,700 l/min)

137 CFM  
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM  
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM  
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM  
(3,900 l/min)

Maximum 
Vacuum

80" static water 
lift 

(20,000 Pa)

96" static water  
lift

(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift

(24,000 Pa)

96" static water 
lift  

(24,000 Pa)

96" static water 
lift  

(24,000 Pa)

96" static water 
lift  

(24,000 Pa)

96" static water 
lift  

(24,000 Pa)

Power 
Consumption

1000 watts 
8.3 amps 
120 V AC

400–1200 watts 
3.3–10 amps 

120 V AC

400–1200 watts 
3.3–10 amps 

120 V AC

350–1200 watts 
2.9–10 amps 

120 V AC

350–1200 watts 
2.9–10 amps 

120 V AC

350–1200 watts 
2.9–10 amps 

120 V AC

350–1200 watts 
2.9–10 amps 

120 V AC

Metric dimensions binding. 
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DUST EXTRACTION

NO CATCH
WHEN IT'S SLEEVED, THERE'S

SLEEVED ANTISTATIC  
HOSE 32.8" (10M)  |   $375 
                                  201 778

Equipped with an integrated Plug-it cord and 
sleeve, this tapered hose is the ideal partner for 
the new ETS EC sanders as well as many of our 
existing tools. The sleeve shrouds the hose to 
help prevent the rib of the hose from catching on 
materials that may damage the surface. It also 
allows the hose to easily navigate over edges and 
surfaces for easier workflow.
Also available in 11.5" (3.5 m) length.

Easier workflow 
The sleeve allows the antistatic hose to easily 
navigate over edges of your work tables, which 
allows easier workflow while sanding.

Compatible Plug-it cord 
Equipped with an integrated Plug-it cord and sleeve, 
this tapered hose is the ideal partner for the ETS EC 
sanders as well as many other Festool sanders. 

Perfect surface protection
The protective sleeve shrouds the hose to prevent 
the rib of the hose from catching on materials 
that may damage the surface.

BENEFITS



Sleeved Antistatic Hoses
Integrated external sleeve protects the work surface and edges of material being machined as well as 
allows the hose to freely move over edges. Equipped with integrated Plug-it cords, these tapered hoses 
are compatible with most Plug-it equipped tools. 

CT 
SYS

CT 
MINI

CT 
MIDI

CT  
26 E

CT 
36 E

CT  
48 E

CT  
36 AC

6
7/8" to 1-1/4" × 11.5'
(22-32 mm × 3.5 m) AS
Supplied with Systainer SYS 3

• • • • • • $250
500 276

7
7/8" to 1-1/4" × 11.5'
(22-32 mm × 3.5 m) AS
Supplied in cardboard box

• • • • • • $375
201 778
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Hose Sleeves – Rotating Connector (replacement)
Durable connection points for extractor end of hoses. For use with anti-static hoses. CT 

SYS
CT 

MINI
CT 

MIDI
CT  

26 E
CT 

36 E
CT  

48 E
CT  

36 AC

8 Antistatic3 Version for D 27 mm Suction Hose • • • • $26
452 892

9 Antistatic3 Version for D 36 mm Suction Hose • • • • $28
452 894

Hose Sleeves – Reducing Sleeves (replacement)
For tool end of hoses or use with cleaning sets, tubes, nozzles and brushes. CT 

SYS
CT 

MINI
CT 

MIDI
CT  

26 E
CT 

36 E
CT  

48 E
CT  

36 AC

10
Antistatic3 Reducing Sleeve for D 27 mm  
Suction Hose 
Tool end of extraction hose for 27 mm hose.

• • • • • • $24
500 669  

11
Antistatic3 Connector Sleeve4

Connects suction hoses D 50 mm/D 36 mm/D 27 mm. Connects 
Rotating Connector (extractor ends) together. Tapered fit.

• • • $20
493 047

12
Antistatic3 Y-Piece with Blanking Plug5

Connects two suction hoses to the Dust Extractor. Includes 
blanking plug to cap off unused inlet.

• • • • $42
452 898

3Antistatic versions are only effective when used with antistatic design (Festool’s CT series) dust extractors.  
4With D 36/D 27 hoses, the reducing sleeve for the hose must be replaced by a D 36/D 27 rotating connector. 
5For simultaneous connection of two electric tools with dust extraction.

HOSES

Antistatic3 Hoses
Antistatic design helps to eliminate dust particle buildup on the hose exterior, also preventing clogging and 
errant shocks. Includes rotating connector (extractor end) and reducing sleeve (tool end). The 50 mm hose 
includes two (2) rotating connector pieces.

CT 
SYS

CT 
MINI

CT 
MIDI

CT  
26 E

CT 
36 E

CT  
48 E

CT  
36 AC

1 1-1/16" × 9.8' (27 mm × 3.0 m) AS • $110
500 559

2 1-1/16" to 1-1/4" × 11.5' (27–32 mm × 3.5 m) AS • • $151
499 742

3 1-1/16" × 11.5' (27 mm × 3.5 m) AS • • • • $123
452 878

4 1-1/16" × 16.5' (27 mm × 5 m) AS • • • • $160
452 880

5 1-7/16" × 16.5' (36 mm × 5 m) AS • • • • $197
452 884

A complete and seamless system, Festool dust extractors and accessories work together with our tools not only to remove 
dust, but also to enhance your work and save time. From full cleaning sets to individual hoses, nozzles and filters, these 
are more than add-ons: they’re integral to our approach.

CT Accessories

CT 
SYS

CT 
MINI

CT  
MIDI

CT 
26 E

CT 
36 E

CT 
48 E

CT 
36 AC

FILTER BAGS

13 Self-Cleaning Filter Bags $21
500 438

$30
498 410

$36
498 411

$40
496 187

$46
496 186

$50
497 539

$46
496 186

14 Disposable Dust 
Collection Bag

$44
496 215

15 HEPA Filter Element $66 
200 340

$66
496 752

$96
498 994
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1

PERFECTION
PURSUING

When every minute counts on set, having interchangeable, 
lightweight tools on a single cart keeps crews from missing 
a beat.

BATTLING THE CLOCK

Performing flawlessly under the pressures of lights, 
camera, action.

How sanders equipped with HEPA dust extractors translate 
to time saved plus a perfect finish. 

With every blemish magnified under the lens, Festool’s 
hand sanding abrasives are essential for surface prep. 

The SysRock Jobsite Radio helps keep crews in the groove 
over 18-hour days.

Nothing beats the satisfaction of unbelievable results.

2

3

4

5

A CLEAN JOB IS A FAST JOB

GETTING READY FOR THE CLOSE-UP

KEEPING IT FUN

LOVING THE WORK

THE CHALLENGE 

PURSUING PERFECTION



PURSUING PERFECTION

In the production business, no two days are ever the same.

When Jack Van Matre founded Van Matre Productions 
nearly 30 years ago, he quickly began art directing, 
designing and fabricating custom props for television 
commercials and motion pictures across the nation. Today, 
the company owns a custom scenic shop in the heart of 
Atlanta, Georgia, and is well-known in the Southeast’s 
thriving film business.

“We’re not just set builders — we’re artists,” Jack said. 
“But real works of art don’t come easily. Each set is 
unique, and every job presents a unique set of challenges 
and opportunities.”

BATTLING THE CLOCK

Set-building companies like Van Matre Productions hold 
their own work to high standards because everything 
they create is placed under a figurative microscope. Every 
rough surface or out-of-square corner is magnified in 
print, on television or on the big screen.

But when it comes to creating these stylized worlds, set 
builders rarely have time to spare.

“Our schedule changes regularly, and we usually have 
a week or less to complete a job,” said John Van Matre, 
Jack’s son and lead designer. “Every minute counts, so 
we’re always looking to incorporate things that will give 
us an edge.”

In its long history, Van Matre Productions has tried 
almost every brand of tools under the sun. But when 

the company’s lead builder introduced them to Festool 
products, the team noticed an immediate difference. For 
example, Festool screw guns are lightweight and versatile, 
reducing the number of tools needed on-site and enabling 
easier movement around the set.

“I love the interchangeable nature of Festool’s products,” 
John said. “They also travel well. In fact, we can fit 
everything we need on a single cart. When we’re forced to 
move quickly, which is often, we’re able to jump in and out 
of a set or off the truck without missing a beat.” 

 A CLEAN JOB IS A FAST JOB

No one likes dust, and sanders equipped with HEPA 
dust extractors allow virtually dust-free sanding. That 
translates to time savings on each and every cut made in 
the shop or on the set.

“Many of our clients are particular about dust and dirt, and 
we don’t blame them,” John said. “But our jobs are so 
clean that we’re permitted to sand and prep sets on-site. 
This means we can complete jobs more quickly and still 
deliver a perfect finish.”

        GETTING READY FOR THE CLOSE-UP

Perfection isn’t easy to achieve in a business with fluid 
schedules, long hours and tight timelines. But in the 
production business, it’s a must. It all starts with careful 
surface prep, and with Festool’s hand sanding abrasives, 
the Van Matre Productions team achieves a perfect, clean 
surface every time. 

2

3

1
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“The detail work is the focus,” John said. “Advertising isn’t representative of 
the real world because our finished product has to look better than the real 
world. Photography focuses more on the physical set — and the product within 
the set — than on any real-world scenario happening in the frame.

“That’s why solid, clean work is so crucial. Every blemish shows.”

KEEPING IT FUN

The Van Matre Productions crew works long and hard to deliver on their promise 
of a perfect set, sometimes putting in back-to-back-to-back 18-hour days. 
Listening to music is one way they keep a level head in the face of organized 
chaos and seemingly impossible expectations. And now with Festool’s SysRock 
Jobsite Radio, they can get into a groove no matter how loud — or mobile — their 
work becomes.

“Music helps us stay relaxed and focused,” John said. “Science shows that music 
also supports creative thinking and problem-solving. Whether we’re listening to 
Jay-Z or Sinatra on the Jobsite Radio, we can always count on it to deliver a boost.”

LOVING THE WORK

In a business where each day brings new projects and challenges, one thing remains 
the same: everyone at Van Matre Productions loves what they do. 

“Part of our satisfaction comes from knowing that after a job is complete, we can 
say we’ve never done anything like it before, and yet we accomplished the goal,” 
Jack said. “Unrealistic expectations call for unbelievable results, and switching 
to Festool is one of the best moves we’ve ever made.”

4

5

F

Visit our website to watch Van Matre 
Productions create stylized worlds on set 
using Festool screw guns and sanders.

festoolpaint.com/vmproductions

GRANAT ABRASIVE ROLL  
Flexible and universal hand sanding abrasive 
for paint, putty, filler, lacquer (VOC lacquer 
and hard materials.) 
See page 8 for details. 

GRANAT SANDING SPONGE  
Coated on four sides, the sanding block lets 
you sand multiple surfaces simultaneously. 
See page 7 for details. 

SOME OF VAN MATRE 
PRODUCTIONS’ 
TOP PICKS

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

PURSUING 
PERFECTION

FESTOOL IN ACTION

CT SYS  
With Full Unit HEPA Certification, this Mobile 
Dust Extractor in a Systainer format is 
compact and lightweight. Everything is readily 
accessible thanks to integrated hose and 
cable as well as built-in nozzle storage.  
See page 26 for details. 
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SYSROCK

FESTOOL  
ROCKS
ONE MORE WAY 

SYSROCK  |   $119 
                    200 184

Performance takes on a whole new meaning 
with the compact SysRock Jobsite Radio. In 
addition to picking up your favorite stations with 
its flexible antenna, it can easily be connected 
to mobile devices, MP3 players and tablets 
via its Bluetooth interface or auxiliary input, 
letting you play music and make calls with its 
integrated speakerphone. You’ll enjoy rich, 
full sound thanks to powerful 2.5” neodymium 
speakers. Plus, you’ll appreciate its intuitive 
operation, LCD display and robust housing with 
slip-proof rubber all around. The SysRock can 
be operated with the supplied power cord or 
with all Festool 10.8- to 18-volt Lithium-Ion 
battery packs.

Includes: AC Adapter, Carry Bag, and Aux-In Cable, and Swiveling 
Hanging Hook. Note: External Battery Packs are sold separately.
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Metric dimensions binding. 

Frequency Range FM (VHF)  87.5–108 MHz

Battery Interface (Festool 
removable battery packs) 10.8–18 V

Speaker 10 watts

Number of Presets 4

Bluetooth Standard 4.1

AUX IN 3.5 mm

Weight (without battery) 1.54 lbs. (0.7 kg)

Dimensions W × H × D 3.93" × 5.9" × 4.13"
(102 × 149 × 94 mm)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SYSROCK

Compact but big on sound
Weighing less than 2 lbs. (0.7 kg) and matching 
the size and appearance of the SysLite® II High-
Intensity LED Work Lamp, the great sounding 
SysRock blends discreetly with your tools.

Lets you listen and talk
The SysRock not only plays music via antenna, 
Bluetooth or auxiliary input, but also lets you 
make phone calls since it’s compatible with a 
wide variety of smartphones and features an 
integrated speakerphone.

Easily carried
Take the SysRock with you in a Systainer or 
handy bag that protects it when you're on 
the go and provides room for accessories.

BENEFITS

SysRock radio mirrors the SysLite II in design and comes with portable 
carrying case. It is compact enough to fit in Festool Systainers.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SYSROCK RADIO: 
festoolpaint.com/power-tools/sysrock



WORK LAMPS

BRIGHTEN
YOUR WORKSPACE

SysLite® DUO  |  $300 
        769 967

Illuminating work areas two-dimensionally instead of brightening them in just one place, 
the SysLite DUO provides homogeneous lighting that imitates the color of daylight.  
A unique LED configuration creates a 180-degree scattering angle and high illumination 
power of 8000 lumens achieves brilliant lighting over a large surface area for up to  
10,000 hours of operation. Extremely sturdy with shockproof corners, the unit can stand 
alone on the floor or flat surfaces, sit stably at up to 6.5'  using the Festool tripod, or hang 
using built-in suspension means. An underside cord holder creates safe transport and 
one-hand grip makes it easy to carry. The light can also be packed away in a Systainer. 

Take them anywhere, put them through anything, 
and they’ll still shine bright. Powerful LED lighting 
housed in a compact and rugged design, these 
durable lamps are ready for every worksite.

Work Lamps
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Durability
With an IP55 rating against dust and water 
intrusion coupled with a tough exterior shell 
and more-than-ample interior sealing and heat 
shielding, the durable DUO light is jobsite ready.

Brighter than bright
The SysLite DUO uses 80 LEDs and illuminates 
at a 180-degree scattering angle, which produces 
light quality that replicates daylight and illuminates 
entire rooms, allowing you to work anywhere, 
day or night.

Long-lasting illumination  
With a working life of over 10,000 hours, the Syslite 
DUO is able to help you work on the jobsite through 
many dark winter seasons.

Perfectly built 
The DUO light is extremely sturdy, with shockproof 
corners, and includes a convenient one-hand 
grip and built-in cord holder for easy back-and-
forth from the jobsite.

WORK LAMPS
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Tripod ST DUO 200  |  $204 
      200 038 
The stable Festool tripod is the perfect 
accessory to the SysLite DUO and raises the 
unit up to a height of 6.5' (2 m)

SysLite Accessories BENEFITS



WORK LAMPS
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SysLite Uni Torch 
LED Work Lamp  |  $58 
                    500 639

The SysLite Uni delivers quality, durability and performance in 
a spotlight platform. Equipped with three LED lamps, 
pivoting head, high and low settings, and a battery fuel gauge, 
the SysLite Uni Torch provides reliable lighting for nearly any 
setting or challenge. The large handle makes it easy to carry 
while the belt hooks on each side provide hands-free options.  
A removable rafter hook for overhead lighting and a keyhole 
slot for mounting on a nail or screw provide even more 
working options. Compatible with Lithium-Ion and nickel-
based Festool battery packs (flat, slide-type batteries). 
 
Note: Battery sold separately.

SysLite® II High-Intensity  |  $198 
LED Work Lamp
The SysLite’s robustly built shock-resistant body is easy to carry 
and designed to withstand your toughest demands. Updated design 
includes high-performing LEDs that emit 50 percent more light (without 
consuming more power) for 20 percent longer (with a high-capacity 
internal battery) with improved color temperature (5,000 Kelvin) and 
integrated emergency lighting function. This high-performing SysLite 
offers unsurpassed 170-degree illumination and can be used with 
external Festool batteries or plugged directly into a power source. 

Includes: SysLite,  Wall Charger, Car Charger, Carrying Bag. 
The SysLite II Set additionally includes a Magnetic SysLite Adapter.

 500 723

Longer battery life
Get more light from a single charge: 110 minutes 
on high or 290 minutes on low.

Emergency function 
Be prepared for a light outage with the emergency 
lighting function. In this mode, the SysLite II will 
automatically turn on if your power supply fails.

Portable and durable
Designed to go where your work takes you whether 
that’s under a cabinet or into an attic. The multi-
angle body casts light where you need it most.

BENEFITS
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Metric dimensions binding. 

Illuminating Power (W) 8,000 Lumens

Color Temperature 5,000 Kelvin

Color Rendering Index (CRI) 80

Housing Safety Class IP 55

Maximum Output 112 W

Total Weight With Cable 8.6 lbs. (3.9 kg)

Cable Length 16.7 ft (5.1 m)

LED Service Life (L70) 10,000 hours

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SYSLITE DUO

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power (W) 3 watt LED (x12)

Internal Battery 7.2 V 2.2 Ah Lithium-Ion

Light Duration Level 1: 90 minutes 
Level 2: 4 hours

Dimensions
6" × 4" × 3" 
(150 × 100 × 80 mm)

Weight 1.47 lbs. (0.67 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SYSLITE® UNI TORCH

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power (W) 3 watt LED (x3)

Internal Battery

No battery included 
Compatible with 
lithium-ion and nickel-
based festool batteries

Light Duration 12V Battery: 7.5 hrs 
18V Battery: 9.5 hrs

Dimensions
3.1" × 5.1" × 9.1" 
(78.4 × 129.54 × 228.6 mm)

Weight 0.75 lbs. (0.34 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SYSLITE® II



ANGLE
SPECIALTY SANDERS
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Specialty Sanders 
Hard-to-reach places like tight corners, 
small surfaces and contoured edges 
are no problem for these robust specialty 
sanders from Festool.

BUILT FOR EVERY

Duplex LS 130 EQ  |  $410 
            567 852

Rabbets, edges and profiles are best sanded with 
a linear motion. Until now, the only way to do that 
was by hand sanding. The LS 130 powers through 
detail sanding faster and cleaner, without the fatigue. 
As common as these jobs are, the LS 130 will save 
you major time and effort.

Metric dimensions binding. 

Power Consumption 260 watts 
2.2 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 3-5/32" × 5-1/4" 
(80 × 133 mm)

Speed 4,000–6,000 rpm

Sanding Stroke 5/64" (2 mm)

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 3.94 lbs. (1.7 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

3 x faster
Eliminate user fatigue for more consistent results 
when you power through detail sanding 3x faster 
than hand sanding.

Custom profiles 
With our Do-It-Yourself Kit, you can make your 
own custom profiles, saving time on repetitive 
shapes and cutting down your hand sanding time.

Preformed profiles
Save time with a wide selection of pads that can 
be mounted for any application — no need to make 
your own.

BENEFITS



SPECIALTY SANDERS
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The LS 130 can tackle a wide range of profiles and contours with ease by simply changing the sanding pad. Tool-free 
FastFix mounts make it a snap. Preformed pads offer common profiles, the Do-It-Yourself Kit offers unlimited profile 
matching and StickFix® delivers rapid, no-hassle abrasive changes.

LS Accessories

ACCESSORIES

1 Flat Sanding Pad (replacement)
For sanding flat surfaces.

$34
490 161

2 90° Pad 
For sanding inside corners.

$38
490 162

3 Radius 6 Pad
For sanding outside edges.

$38 
490 163

4 Radius 10 Pad
For sanding outside edges.

$38
491 197

5 Radius 18 Concave Pad 
For sanding curves.

$38
490 164

6 Radius 25 Concave Pad
For sanding curves.

$38
490 165

7 Radius 10 Convex Pad 
For sanding V-grooves with inside radius of 25/64" (10 mm).

$38
490 166

8 Radius 25 Convex Pad 
For sanding inside radius of 1" (25 mm).

$38
490 167

9 88° Pad 
For sanding inside corners with a radius of 25/64" (10 mm).

$38
491 198

10 Flat Sanding Pad – Long
Extra reach for tight spaces/dimensions: 3-9/64" × 7-43/64" (80 × 195 mm).

$30
491 861

11 Do-It-Yourself Kit
For creating your own sanding pad to match custom profiles.

$62
490 780

12
Interface Pad
Foam pad conforms to different profiles for fine finishing. Also useful to enlarge convex 
profiles or reduce concave profiles for a custom fit. (2 pieces)

$24
490 160

13 Scraper
Bevel-edged for stripping carpet and wallpaper using the linear motion of the sander.

$30
491 199

14
Abrasive Systainer with Insert 
Systainer for storing, organizing and transporting abrasives for the LS 130 Sander. 
(SYS-STF 80 × 133)

$88
497 684

5,6

8,9



POWER
SPECIALTY SANDERS
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THROUGH PROJECTS

LEARN MORE ABOUT  COARSE SANDERS: 
festoolpaint.com/power-tools/sanders/coarse-sanders

RAS 115.04 E  |  $340 
             570 789

Removing thick layers of varnish or paint on wood or metal requires either 
a great deal of patience or a machine with an impressive rate of material 
removal. The RAS Rotary Sander is the perfect choice for stripping and 
shaping. Five hundred watts of power concentrated in a 4.5" (115 mm) pad 
allow you to quickly power through just about any material.

Directional dust shroud  
Maximize dust removal while still getting 
right up to joining surfaces with the rotating 
dust hood, which efficiently channels dust 
through the rear port (not the pad).

Comfortable handling 
The motor housing on the RAS 115.04 E is 
small enough in diameter to fit snugly in 
your hand for easy, effortless use.

MMC electronics 
You’re in control with MMC electronics that 
deliver a soft-start motor and step-free variable 
speed control with constant speed under load 
and thermal and overload protection.

Metric dimensions binding.

ABRASIVE GRITS

24 80Saphir

Power Consumption 500 watts 
4.2 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size 4-1/2" (115 mm) dia.

Speed 1,500–4,000 rpm

Dust Extraction Port 27 mm

Weight 5 lbs. (2.3 kg)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS BENEFITS



A C C E S S O R I E S

1

StickFix Sanding Pad – Hard
High-edge strength pad with mechanical fastening for flat surfaces and narrow edges. 
Dia. 115 mm, connecting thread M14. (1 piece)

$32
484 172

StickFix Sanding Pad – Soft 
Standard mechanical fastening replacement pad. 
Dia. 115 mm, connecting thread M14. (1 piece)

$32
484 173

2 Brush Insert 
With plastic bristles . (2 pieces)

$18
484 727

3 Brush Insert 
With metal bristles. (1 piece)

$17
484 728

The RAS 115 features StickFix® design for quick abrasive changeovers and reuse of discs. Use grinding abrasives with 
a center hole by changing to the FiberFix sanding pad.

RAS Accessories

SPECIALTY SANDERS
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CORDLESS DRILLS

HEAVY—DUTY
LIGHTWEIGHT BUT

CXS Cordless Drill   |  $240 
                          564 534 

TXS Cordless Drill   |  $240 
                         564 513

These compact cordless drills are the latest, and by far the 
smallest, extension of Festool’s Lithium-Ion drill platform.  
As you would expect, these drills feature exceptional ergonomics, 
with a battery design that removes the bulk from the handle, 
ensuring maximum comfort over extended use.

Both Sets Include: MXC Charger, 10.8V Lithium Ion Battery 2.6 Ah (2x), FastFix 
Right Angle Chuck, 3/8” Keyless Chuck, Centrotec Chuck, BH 60 Centrotec Bit 
Holder, PH 2 Bit, Systainer SYS 1 T-LOC

Metric dimensions binding. 

CXS Cordless TXS Cordless

$240
564 534

$240
564 513

SPECIFICATIONS

Battery Voltage/Capacity 10.8V/2.6 Ah Lithium-Ion

Chuck Capacity 1/32"–3/8" (1.0–10 mm)

Max. Drill Diameter (Steel) 5/16" (8 mm)

Max. Drill Diameter (Wood) 15/32" (12mm)

Max. Torque in Steal 141.6 in lbs. (16 Nm)

Max. Torque in Wood 88.5 in lbs. (10 Nm)

Motor Type DC Motor

RPM (Setting 1/Setting 2) 0–400 rpm / 0–1,200 rpm

Torque Setting Range 1.7–30.09 in lbs. (0.2–3.4 Nm)

Weight 1.98 lbs. (0.9 kg)



© 2016 Benjamin Moore & Co. Advance, Benjamin Moore, Paint like no other and the 
triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

THE DURABLE,  

FURNITURE-LIKE FINISH  

FOR CABINETS & TRIM

The finish that professionals prefer.

To find your local Benjamin Moore® retailer visit benjaminmoore.com

ADVERTISEMENT
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THE CRAFT
SHARING A PASSION FOR

From professional painters and builders to DIY handymen 
and product experts, each of us followed a different path to 
the world of tools. But if there’s one thing we all share, it’s 
a fierce passion for the craft and a drive to do great work. 

That’s why Festool created Festool Connect, an annual 
event focused on thanking our customers for their loyal 
support and spending some quality time together.  

“Festool Connect is a chance to come together and do 
something we all love: talk about tools,” said Director of 
Product Marketing Rick Bush. “It’s a fun, easy way for our 
friends to get a sneak preview of the newest products and 
get answers to all of their burning questions.” 

It’s also an opportunity to meet people like DIY Network’s 
Kayleen McCabe as well as “Framework” contestant  
Jory Brigham and Norm Abram, Kevin O’Connor and  
Tom Silva of “This Old House” fame. These and other 
speakers treat attendees to talks that are as entertaining 
as they are informative. 

“If you want to truly appreciate the value of a great tool, you 
have to own it,” Bush said. “Sometimes, seeing the tool in 
action is the first step.” 

Current Festool customers know they can count on the 
tools for unmatched quality in dust extraction, precision 
control, innovative solutions, improved outcomes and 
high performance. But it isn’t just the physical tools that 
distinguish Festool. 

“Our approach to product development is rooted in our ability 
to solve problems in new and unique ways,” Bush said. 

“Each day, we’re driven by a belief that there can and should 
be a better way of doing things. Festool Connect is a great 
opportunity to get exposed to our tools and understand why 
you can count on them every time, whether you’re making a 
living or making beautiful things at home.” F

Festool Connect events take place in the 
company’s recently expanded Lebanon, 
Indiana, facility, once a year in September. 
Registration is free, but space is limited.

CONNECT WITH FESTOOL

festoolconnect.com



Multiple dates and locations
Register: festoolroadshow.com

FESTOOL ROADSHOW

VISIT OUR TOOL-
PACKED TRAILER 

September 16, 2017
Lebanon, Indiana
Register: festoolconnect.com

June 6, 2017
Lake Geneva, Wisonsin

June 7, 2017
Glenview, Illinois

August 15, 2017
Eugene, Oregon

August 16, 2017
Lake Oswego, Oregon

September 2, 2017
Bellevue, Washington

FESTOOL HEADQUARTERS

JOIN US FOR  
FESTOOL CONNECT
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HITS THE ROAD
FESTOOL

Festool is rolling across North America throughout 2017. Even if you aren’t 
able to join us for Festool Connect in Indiana this September, you can sign 
up for your local Festool Roadshow event; our massive, 48-foot trailer is 
jam-packed with all of your favorite tools as well as a few new models we’re 
excited to share with you. 

The Festool Roadshow gives you a chance to:

• Watch demonstrations.
• Get up close and personal with our high-performance power tools. 
• Get your questions answered by Festool’s team of experts.

“These events are great for anyone looking for education and firsthand 
experience,” Bush said. “Whether you’re a longtime Festool user and fan 
or are just curious about our products, we’re excited about coming to a 
location near you this year.” F

festoolroadshow.com

Come see why Festool is a cut above the competition. 
Registration is free, but space is limited. Visit festoolroadshow.
com to find events and claim your spot.

FOLLOW THE ROADSHOW
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MOBILITY / STORAGE

CONVENIENT
ORGANIZATION MADE

Systainers & Sortainers
Systainers form the foundation of a well-organized van 
or worksite. With the T-LOC single-point latch, Systainers 
are easy to connect for better organization and on-site 
efficiency, making protection, storage, stacking and 
transportation of tools and accessories easier than ever. 
They’re compatible with the SysDock feature of our dust 
extractors and many of our other products, so you’re 
sure to find the solution that’s right for you.

Our multi-drawer Sortainers incorporate the same great 
features of the Festool Systainers and include features like 
integrated handles. Tools, accessories and small parts 
are effortlessly stored in these easy-to-use work boxes.

Sortainer SYS 4  |  $162 
                      200 119

Perfectly suited for professional visits to customers 
and building a practical rack system in a workshop, 
the Sortainer SYS 4 TL-SORT/3 provides three drawers 
that each have a capacity of 6.7 liters. These drawers 
are ideal for storing the smallest parts, accessories 
and consumables, which can be individually or flexibly 
separated into compartments. And, of course, it can be 
combined with the entire Systainer and Sortainer system.
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MOBILITY / STORAGE

SYS-Combi 2  |  $144 
                         200 117  

SYS-Combi 3  |  $154 
  200 118

The new SYS-Combi 2 and SYS-Combi 3 are the perfect 
combination of a Systainer and Sortainer system. Electric 
or hand tools are stored safely in the Systainer area of the 
SYS-Combi, which saves significant time and reduces effort 
when locating and moving tools. Additionally, the unit has 
an underneath drawer that provides space for associated 
accessories, consumables and small parts — making it 
the ultimate mobile organizer. These can be connected 
to all T-LOC and Classic Systainers.

SYS-Storage Box  |  $98 
    499 901

The SYS-SB lets you keep all your small parts 
organized and accessible. No more guessing where 
things are thanks to the clear cover panels that 
keep everything in place. With the large bale-style 
handle and full Systainer system integration, the 
SYS-SB helps you take care of the details so you 
can focus on the task at hand.

SYS-Toolbox 2  |  $64 
  499 550

The easy-access design of the SYS-Toolbox 2 allows 
you to keep what you need within reach — you’ll 
spend less time searching for frequently used 
tools and accessories. The SYS-Toolbox 2 latches 
seamlessly and securely to the top of both T-LOC 
and Classic Systainers.



MOBILITY / STORAGE
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Abrasive Systainers

Empty Systainers

SYS 1 TL SYS 2 TL SYS 3 TL SYS 4 TL SYS 5 TL

$72
497 563

$76
497 564

$82
497 565

$88
497 566

$98
497 567

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions  
(L × W × H)

15-9/16" × 11-5/8" × 4-1/8"
(396 × 296 × 105 mm)

15-9/16" × 11-5/8" × 6-3/16"
(396 × 296 × 157.5 mm)

15-9/16" × 11-5/8" × 8-9/32"
(396 × 296 × 210 mm)

15-9/16" × 11-5/8" × 12-13/32"
(396 × 296 × 315 mm)

15-9/16" × 11-5/8" × 16-17/32"
(396 × 296 × 420 mm)

Weight 2.9 lbs. (1.3 kg) 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kg) 3.7 lbs. (1.8 kg) 4.6 lbs. (2.1 kg) 6.0 lbs. (2.7 kg)
Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.

SYS MINI SYS MIDI SYS MAXI SYS-Toolbox SYS-Toolbox 2

$28
499 622

$94
499 621

$126
490 701

$54
495 024

$64
499 550

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions  
(L × W × H)

10-13/32" × 6-11/16"  
x 2-3/4"

(265 × 170 × 70 mm)

19-13/16" × 11-21/32" 
x 8-9/32”

(503 × 296 × 210 mm)

22-1/5" × 15-3/5" 
x 8-4/5" 

(564 × 396 × 224 mm)

15-19/32" × 11-21/32"  
x 5-29/32"

(396 × 296 × 150 mm)

15-19/32" × 11-21/32"  
x 10-1/8"

(396 × 296 × 257 mm)

Weight 0.9 lbs. (0.4 kg) 4.4 lbs. (2.0 kg) 8.8 lbs. (4.0 kg) 2.9 lbs. (1.3 kg) 4.1 lbs. (1.9 kg)
Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.

SYS-STF  
D 125

SYS-STF  
80 × 133

SYS-STF  
RO 90 DX

SYS-STF Delta  
100 × 150

SYS-STF  
D 150

$88
497 685

$88
497 684

$88
497 687

$88
497 686

$98
497 690

SPECIFICATIONS

Compatibility For ETS 125 and  
RO 125 abrasives

For LS 130 and  
RTS 400 abrasives

For DX 93 and  
RO 90 DX abrasives For DTS 400 abrasives

For ETS 150,  
RO 150 and LEX 3 150 

abrasives

Systainer SYS 1 TL SYS 1 TL  SYS 1 TL SYS 1 TL SYS 3 TL

Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.
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SYS-Storage Box

$98
499 901

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions  
(L × W × H)

15-19/32" × 11-21/32" × 6-9/16"  
(396 × 296 × 167 mm)

Weight 5.5 lbs. (2.5 kg)

Small Containers 
6-pack

Med. Containers
 4-pack

Large Containers
2-pack Container Set

$12
500 066

$14
500 067

$17
500 068

$26
201 124

2-2/3"x 2-3/8" × 2-3/4" 
(160 × 60 × 71mm)

2-2/3"x 4-3/4" × 2-3/4" 
(160 × 120 × 71mm)

7-3/32"x 4-3/4" × 2-3/4" 
(180 × 120 × 71mm)

8 Small Containers 
4 Medium Containers
3 Dividers
2 Safety Cushions- - -

4-Drawer Sortainer 6-Drawer Sortainer 9-Drawer Sortainer 12-Drawer Sortainer Sortainer SYS-4

$164
491 522

$170
491 984

$176
491 985

$182
491 986

$162
200 119

SPECIFICATIONS

Drawer 
Composition

2 small drawers, 
1 medium drawer, 

1 large drawer
6 medium drawers 6 small drawers, 

3 medium drawers 12 small drawers 3 large drawers

Dimensions 
(L × W × H)

15-5/8" × 11-5/8" × 8-9/32" 
(395 × 295 × 210 mm)

15-5/8" × 11-5/8" × 8-9/32" 
(395 × 295 × 210 mm)

15-5/8" × 11-5/8" × 8-9/32" 
(395 × 295 × 210 mm)

15-5/8" × 11-5/8" × 8-9/32" 
(395 × 295 × 210 mm)

15-9/16” × 11-5/8” × 12-11/16”
(396 × 296 × 322 mm)

Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.

Sortainers

SYS Storage Box

Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.

Containers for SYS Storage Box*

* For SYS Storage Box, SYS Combi 2, Sys Combi 3 and SYS Sortainer 4

SYS-Roll SYS-Cart

$196
498 660

$94
495 020

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions 
(L × W × H)

36-1/2" × 23-4/5"  × 12-1/2"  
(927 × 605 x318 mm)

7" × 20-1/2" × 14-1/5"  
(178 × 521 x361 mm)

Weight 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg) 6.2 lbs. (2.8 kg)
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Storage

Metric dimensions binding. Tools not included.
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In the paint industry, technology is changing — and fast. But 
with innovation comes the need for continuing education, 
which can be difficult and slow. 

“People aren’t learning like they used to,” said Todd Pudvar, 
who created the Prep to Finish education and paint training 
program with fellow trainer Scott Burt. “Few mentors 
have time to sit down and teach new talent how to properly 
open a can of paint or sand a board to get the desired finish.

“We have a fast food mentality; we want it yesterday,” he 
said. “And we’re losing craftsmen.”

Prep to Finish supports new and experienced painters in 
both live workshops and via an online training center at 
paintertrainer.com. It streamlines the training process 
and creates consistency.

HOW IT WORKS

Say goodbye to scheduling webinars and watching 
videos as a passive participant. Prep to Finish is focused 

on building skill sets and teaching proper work habits 
through experiential learning. Painters and contractors 
get in-depth paint education in a flexible, effective online 
setting.

“You can watch YouTube all day long, but you won’t get 
the tactile learning and support you need to get better,” 
Pudvar said. “You can’t assess whether you’re getting 
good results.”

Unlike many programs, video training is the smallest 
component of the online training center. Instead, learning 
at paintertrainer.com is designed to get people out of their 
seats and get their hands on the tools. If you take an online 
spray class or clinic and learn even two techniques to make 
the job more efficient, more beautiful and less invasive, 
that positive experience will be noticed by the homeowner. 
And the customer experience is everything.

“This is an art, and not everyone can do it,” Pudvar said. 
“People will pay for your skills if you’re a true pro.”

A NEW WAY

TO LEARN
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WHY THE TRAINERS RECOMMEND FESTOOL

No matter what brand they trust, Burt and Pudvar encourage their students 
to practice with the tools they’ll use on the job during downtime, so they can 
become faster and more efficient.

“Technology is designed for a reason,” Burt said. “It’s to make life easier. But 
you have to know how to use it. 

“Festool is the only brand with a number of sanders that are helpful for 
painters. Festool is different because its sanders include an entire support 
system versus a cheaper sander.” 

The team says the tools provide a compact, efficient system that is designed to 
work together. This helps them complete their own painting jobs more quickly 
and effectively. That’s why they recommend Festool to their students.

“New technologies are a great investment for a company owner,” Burt said. 
“They make an impression. If you roll into a house with a HEPA vacuum, they 
know you’re serious about keeping the place clean, and that’s important.”

 
For more information, visit paintertrainer.com.

F

Prep to Finish offers a wide range of 
workshops such as:

Contractor training
The program is designed to help the 
existing generation of painters adapt to 
new technologies as older products 
disappear. 

Increase participation from younger 
painters 
Fewer young people are entering the 
trade today, so Prep to Finish aims to 
educate this group early.

Intro to Paint Surface Prep Course —   
Failure to Adapt is No Excuse

Spray Tech 101 — Spraying for All Levels

Laptop with Wi-Fi

Festool tools

Space to work

HVLP — Not a High Pressure Situation

Airless vs. Air Assisted

PROGRAM GOALS

WORKSHOP TOPICS

WHAT YOU NEED

Todd Pudvar, creator and trainer at Prep To Finish

“You can watch YouTube all day long, but you won’t get 
the tactile learning and support you need to get better... 
You can’t assess whether you’re getting good results.”
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LEARN MORE  ABOUT SERVICE ALL-INCLUSIVE:
festoolpaint.com/sai

and Festool even fixed problems I didn’t see. The tools 
were as good as new when Festool returned them to us.”

The 48-hour repair turnaround makes it easier for pros to 
avoid costly work interruptions. 

“Turnaround makes a huge difference,” Tankersley said. “With 
another company, you could be looking at a 30-day warranty 
repair. If you’re outside that timeframe, you might have to 
rent or buy another product to keep the project on schedule.”

Free shipping for warranty repairs also helps craftsmen 
save time and focus on their clients.

“The first time I did a warranty request with another product, 
I had to take the tools back to where I purchased them,” 
Tankersley said. “With Festool, I filled out the repair order 
online and didn’t even have to leave the house. Things like 
free shipping are typical of Festool, but it sets them apart.”

Festool has a fan for life. Their dedication to customer 
satisfaction offers unmatched service and convenience, 
and that resonates with Tankersley’s way of doing business.

“At Just Add Paint, our customers are our top priority,” he 
said. “It’s refreshing to work with an equipment company 
that has the same values.”

FESTOOL

SUPERIOR
In 2005, Curtis Tankersley knew he was ready for a change. 
After spending most of his career in the music business, 
he decided he wanted a more hands-on job. So Tankersley 
founded Just Add Paint, a family-based company operating 
in south-central Pennsylvania. 

From residential interiors to new construction exteriors, 
Just Add Paint covers all types of painting, bringing passion 
and quality to each and every job.

“We take great pride in understanding exactly what the 
homeowner wants and delivering on time, every time,” 
Tankersley said. “We maintain a small, experienced crew 
in order to ensure the highest quality workmanship in the 
most efficient manner possible. We are passionate about 
painting, and we want that to show in everything we do, 
including the tools we use.”

The company prides itself on a clean jobsite. The team 
uses the Festool Dustless Vacuum System as well as the 
DTS 400 and RTS 400 sanders.

“Festool works better than any other brand on the market,” 
Tankersley said. “We used to use a zip pole system, but this 
is a night-and-day difference. The tools we have today are 
in a class of their own.”

But tool quality isn’t the only thing that makes tough jobs 
easier. Festool’s superior customer service and rapid, 
48-hour repair turnaround allow Just Add Paint to keep 
jobs moving without downtime due to replacement costs 
or repair jobs that drag.

“Festool is one of the few companies that backs up its 
promises,” Tankersley said. “They keep their word on their 
warranty and then some. I recently sent in tools for repair, 

F

SERVICE
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36-Month Comprehensive Warranty
The most comprehensive warranty in the industry provides 
coverage from 36 months of the date of purchase. 
 
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee  
Customers are provided with a no-risk, 30-day money-back 
guarantee. If they are not completely satisfied, they can 
return the tool for a refund.  
 
10-Year Parts Availability  
Spare parts availability is guaranteed for 10 years, providing 
long-term repair support. 
 
Standard Repair  
Most tools are repaired and ready to ship back to the 
customer within 48 hours of the tool being received by the 
service department.  
 
3-Year Free Shipping  
Festool will cover the cost of shipping tools to the service 
department and back to the customer for the first 3 years. 
 
Dedicated Service Hotline  
Factory-trained service professionals are available 
to troubleshoot and answer questions about repairs at 
888-337-8600. 

24/7 Online Service Hub  
Access spare parts catalogs and product  manuals, fill out 
repair forms and mailing labels, and review video content 
online anytime. 
 
Instructional Videos  
A comprehensive library of troubleshooting and how-to 
videos are available online anytime at festoolpaint.tv.

• Speed up service and repair processing. 
• Receive exclusive updates and sneak peeks 

at new tools and accessories. 
• Get the most out of your investment with 

demos and tip videos.

Online Tool Registration 
Welcome to the Festool Family

ENJOY THE BENEFITS. REGISTER HERE: 
festoolpaint.com/register

The Best Tools Deserve 
the Best Support.
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Interior and Door Set/Kit    $2,890 
APPLICATION SET Item Price

5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 125 TL (shown) 571 782  $490 

Abr Granat D125 P80 50x 497 167  $38 

Abr Granat D125 P120 100x 497 169  $60 

Abr Granat D125 P180 100x 497 171  $60 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

5" Random Orbit Sander ETS EC 125/3 (shown) 571 897  $385 

Interface Pad D125 492 271  $24 

Orbital Delta Sander DTS REQ 400 (shown) 201 228  $260 

Abr Granat 100 × 150 P80 50x 497 137  $32 

Abr Granat 100 × 150 P120 100x 497 138  $48 

Abr Granat 100 × 150 P180 100x 497 140  $48 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 100 × 150 TL 497 686  $88 

Linear Sander LS 130 (shown) 567 852  $410 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P80 50x 497 119  $27 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P120 100x 497 120  $44 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P180 100x 497 122  $44 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

Dust Extractor CT MIDI (shown) 574 787  $560 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96 

+

+

+

+

+
MORE

Specialty Crown Molding    $2,274

APPLICATION SET Item Price

Linear Sander LS 130 (shown) 567 852  $410 

Sanding Pad R10 Convex 490 166  $38 

Sanding Pad R25 Concave 490 165  $38 

Do-It-Yourself Kit 490 780  $62 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P80 50x 497 119  $27 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P120 100x 497 120  $44 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P180 100x 497 122  $44 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P220 100x 497 123  $44 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX (shown) 571 823  $440 

Abr Granat D90 P80 50x 497 365  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P120 100x 497 367  $42 

Abr Granat D90 P180 100x 497 369  $42 

Abr Granat D90 P220 100x 497 370  $42 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL 497 687  $88 

Soft Pad FastFix D3.5 496 804  $34 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Dust Extractor CT MIDI (shown) 574 787  $560 

Abr Roll Granat 115 × 25m P180 497 093  $63 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96

+

+

+
MORE

Application Sets
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APPLICATION SET Item Price

Dust Extractor CT MIDI (shown) 574 787  $560 

Universal Brush Nozzle D36 498 527  $20 

Linear Sander LS 130 (shown) 567 852  $410 

Sanding Pad R10 Convex 490 166  $38 

Sanding Pad R25 Concave 490 165  $38 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P80 10x 497 128  $11 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P120 10x 497 129  $11 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P180 10x 497 130  $11 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX (shown) 571 823  $440 

Abr Granat D90 P80 50x 497 365  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P120 100x 497 367  $42 

Abr Granat D90 P180 100x 497 369  $42 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Hose D27 × 5m AS 452 880  $160 

Connector Sleeve AS 493 047  $20 

Rotating Adapter D27, AS 452 892  $26 

Abr Roll Granat 115 × 25m P120 497 091  $63 

Abr Roll Granat 115 × 25m P150 497 092  $63 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL 497 687  $88 

Triangular Extended Plate 496 803  $34 

Window Protector Set (S, M, L) 497 936  $36 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96 

    

APPLICATION SET Item Price

5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 125 TL (shown) 571 782  $490 

Abr Granat D125 P40 50x 497 165  $38 

Abr Granat D125 P80 50x 497 167  $38 

Abr Granat D125 P120 100x 497 169  $60 

Abr Granat D125 P180 100x 497 171  $60 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

Interface Pad D125 492 271  $24 

Dust Extractor CT 26 HEPA (shown) 583 492  $700 

Hose D27 × 5m AS 452 880  $160 

Connector Sleeve 493 047  $20 

Rotating Adapter D27, AS 452 892  $26 

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX (shown) 571 823  $440 

Abr Granat D90 P40 50x 497 363  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P80 50x 497 365  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P120 100x 497 367  $42 

Abr Granat D90 P180 100x 497 369  $42 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL 497 687  $88 

+

+

+

+

+

+

MORE

MORE

    $2,369

$2,394

Stairway Set/Kit

Exterior Set/Kit
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Note: For spindles, you might consider using LS 130.

Trim and Window Set/Kit    $2,490
APPLICATION SET Item Price

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX (shown) 571 823  $440 

Abr Granat D90 P80 50x 497 365  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P120 100x 497 367  $42 

Abr Granat D90 P180 100x 497 369  $42 

Abr Granat 93 × 93 P80 50x 497 392  $23 

Abr Granat 93 × 93 P120 100x 497 394  $36 

Abr Granat 93 × 93 P180 100x 497 396  $36 

Abr Granat 93 × 93 P220 100x 497 397  $36 

Abr Granat D90 P220 100x 497 370  $42 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL 497 687  $88 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

Linear Sander LS 130 (shown) 567 852  $410 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P80 50x 497 119  $27 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P150 100x 497 121  $44 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P180 100x 497 122  $44 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P220 100x 497 123  $44 

Do-It-Yourself Kit 490 780  $62 

Orbital Rect. Sander RTS 400 REQ (shown) 201 221  $260 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80 × 133 TL 497 684  $88 

Dust Extractor CT MIDI (shown) 574 787  $560 

Universal Brush Nozzle D36 498 527  $20 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96 

+

+

+

+
MORE

Deck Set/Kit    $2,307
APPLICATION SET Item Price

6" Dual-Mode Sander RO 150 FEQ (shown) 571 810  $595 

Abr Granat D150 P40 50x 496 975  $42 

Abr Granat D150 P80 50x 496 977  $42 

Abr Granat D150 P120 100x 496 979  $65 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D150 TL 497 690  $98 

Interface Pad Soft D150 496 647  $27 

Rotex Front Handle 495 188  $22 

Dust Extractor CT 26 HEPA (shown) 583 492  $700 

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX (shown) 571 823  $440 

Abr Granat D90 P40 50x 497 363  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P80 50x 497 365  $28 

Abr Granat D90 P120 100x 497 367  $42 

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL 497 687  $88 

Triangular Extended Plate 496 803  $34 

Soft Pad FastFix D3.5 496 804  $34 

Interface Pad D3.5 497 481  $22 

+

+

+
MORE
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PLANEX Drywall Set    $3,689
APPLICATION SET Item Price

Drywall Sander PLANEX LHS 225 (shown) 571 579  $1,150 

PLANEX Reach Extender 495 169  $224 

PLANEX Harness 496 911  $248 

Dust Extractor CT 36 AC (shown) 584 014  $875 

PLANEX CT Mount 495 964  $132 

CT AC Blast Gate 497 926  $62 

Disposable Liner CT-AC 5x 496 215  $44 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96 

Hose D27 × 5m AS* 452 880  $160 

Abr Granat D225 P40 25x 499 634  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P60 25x 499 635  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P80 25x 499 636  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P100 25x 499 637  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P120 25x 499 638  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P150 25x 499 639  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P180 25x 499 640  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P220 25x 499 641  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P240 25x 499 642  $40 

Abr Granat D225 P320 25x 499 643  $40 

PLANEX Sanding Pad Set 496 106  $122 

Systainer SYS 4 empty 497 566  $88 

Systainer SYS 4 empty 497 566  $88 

Sheetrock Patch Repair/Nail Hole Set/Kit   $1,410

APPLICATION SET Item Price

5" Random Orbit Sander ETS EC 125/3 (shown) 571 897  $385 

Interface Pad D125 492 271  $24 

Orbital Delta Sander DTS 400 REQ (shown) 201 228  $260 

Abr Granat 100 × 150 P180 10x 497 134  $12 

Dust Extractor CT MIDI (shown) 574 787  $560 

Abr Granat D125 P180 10x 497 149  $14 

Hand-Sanding Block—Hard 495 967  $28 

Abr Granat 80 × 133 P180 10x 497 130  $11 

Universal Brush Nozzle D36 498 527  $20 

Compact Cleaning Set T-LOC 497 697  $96 

+
+

+
MORE

*Connect to CT 36 AC if you want to use ETS for touch-up or DTS for inside corners.

+

+
MORE



system. unmatched.™ 
Save time, choose Festool.



Facebook
Connect with us to get the latest in product news and 
applications, or to see how others are using their tools.

Start here for the latest news 
facebook.com/festoolpaint

Festool TV
A video channel dedicated to product and application 
content, helping you get the most out of your investment.

Start here for instructional videos  
festoolpaint.tv

Stay connected with Festool.

Drywall Sanding
Stop sanding drywall by hand and find out about the 
Festool drywall sanding solution today.

Make quick work of sanding at  
www.sanderfordrywall.com

Find a Dealer 
You will find Festool dealers throughout the country 
that are ready to serve you and set you up with exactly 
what you need to put you far ahead of your competition.

Find your nearest paint dealer at 
festoolpaint.com/where-to-buy



Tooltechnic Systems, LLC 
Festool USA 
400 N. Enterprise Blvd. 
Lebanon, IN 46052

Customer Service & Product Questions 
Tel 888.337.8600

Service USA 
Tel 800.554.8741

festoolpaint.com
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